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Philosophy of Author’s Rights – Justification of copyright and moral rights and its implications 
for intellectual property policy
　This article explores the nature and function of author’s rights, which consist of both 
copyright and moral rights, in our society and culture by applying philosophical and ethical 
conceptual tools to them. Although moral rights can be justified as rights by the “Hegelian” 
argument that created works are generally extensions of their creators’ personhoods, copyright 
can be justified only consequentially from the viewpoint of its benefits and costs to society. The 
copyright system serves the function of maintaining order in the market for creative works by 
both providing authors and distributers with a monetary incentive and preventing free rides 
on legitimate productions of creative works. But authors and distributers, as rational economic 
subjects, might seek overly strong copyright in order to maximize their benefits by minimizing 
spillovers from their creative works, and their claims and lobbying for strong copyright certainly 
could suppress the production of information and creative works because new productions 
require input from past and contemporary creative works. Therefore, we have to control 
copyright as a monetary incentive and enact a balanced copyright policy by econometrically 
measuring the copyright system’s costs and benefits.
Keywords:  copyright, moral right, computer ethics, information ethics, philosophy of intellectual 
property
